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 1 had almost forgotten this guess when to my surprise, more than three years later, it was
confirmed by the close examination which M. 1'Abbe Beyer was kind enough to make of the
inscription from my photographs and tracing. According to the detailed observations which he
has furnished on the decipherment and interpretation of this record In his paper Inscriptions d$ Mir an?
the three lines have to be transcribed as reading :
esa gkali
3
and translated as meaning : ' This fresco is [the work] of Tita, who has received 3,000 Bhammakas
[for it]/ The only elements of doubt which might possibly affect this rendering arise from the
crack of the plaster which passed through the first two Aksaras of the word [6hamma]fa% and from
the absence of textual confirmation for the meaning ' piece of money' given by Indian lexicographers
for the Sanskrit term	of which It appears to represent the correct phonetic derivative.
But, as duly pointed out by M. Boyer, the clearness of the numerals following and of the preceding
i e. Skr,	krtya * having received', makes it certain that the word in question,
even if it should be read and derived differently, must designate some monetary value.
The real interest of this curious little inscription lies, however, elsewhere than in its probable
mention of the painter's wages; for if we accept M. Boyer's interpretation—and to me its critical
soundness appears to be beyond doubt—I can feel no hesitation about recognizing in tit®, which
is the painter's name inflected as a genitive* the familiar Western name of * Titus*.    Tita- is a noun
form which we could not etymologically or phonetically explain as an indigenous growth in any
or Iranian language at the period marked by the ruined Mlr£n temples.    On the other hand,
the analogy of many Greek and other foreign names borrowed by ancient India from the West
that Tita is the very form which we should expect the name ' Titus * to assume in the
Sanskrit or Prakrit adopted for official and clerical use in a Central-Asian region far beyond the
Indian border.2
There is sufficient evidence to prove that Titus was, during the early centuries of our era,
ie popular use as a personal name throughout the Roman provinces of the Near East, including
Syria	other border regions towards Persia.3 Recent archaeological discoveries in India
have  made it equally clear that men with good classical names, like the Agesilaos named on
Peshawar relic casket, Theodores, and Heliodoros,4 found employment as artists and
royal servants, not in the Indus region alone but far away in the Indian peninsula, down to the
of Ku§ana rule.    This practice, whatever the obscurities of its early chronology may be, can
be assumed to have extended in the border lands of India and Iran down to the third century
a.d., if not later.   That the         of the MirSn temples cannot be far removed from the end of this
has	obvious already by all the archaeological and epigtaphical evidence
we	to	above*
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